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ABSTRACT: 
 
More and more often remotely sensed satellite images are used for monitoring and managing the land surface. Orbiting around the 
earth, satellites acquire data in short intervals anytime it is necessary. Elaborating satellite’s data is possible to recognize the 
landslides, to know the land use, to help agriculture. Many are the fields in which Remote Sensing is useful, as in image processing. 
Traditional image processing and image interpretation methods are usually based only on the information extracted from features 
intrinsic of single pixel: the object’s physical properties, which are determined by the real world and the imaging situation – 
basically sensor and illumination. The pixel-oriented analysis of satellite data has a main limit: the acknowledgment of semantic low 
level information, as the amount of energy emitted from the pixel, where the context does not assume any role. The application of 
Object Oriented Image Analysis on very high resolution data allows to obtain, by an automatic or semi-automatic analysis – with a 
minimal manual participation - a good classification also in presence of high and very high resolution data of small cities, where 
higher is an error possibility. In an object oriented analysis the semantic level is raised: relation rules join space are added, 
topological information and statistics and so the context is defined. Recognition is so based on concepts of Mathematical 
Morphology applied to the image analysis and elements of Fuzzy Logic for a human-likely classification. In this application, by 
using a specific tool, we operate a segmentation of the entire scene on more levels. The segmentation multiresolution obtains the 
automatic creation of vectorial polygons, directly extracted from the raster, with the remarkable advantage of having therefore a 
perfect coincidence in the superimposition on raster. The final classification, predisposing an adapted hierarchy of classes that hold 
account of the relations between the produced segmentation levels, may be highly accurate. 
In this contribute this methodology is applied (through the proposition of an integrated package we are realizing for a segmentation 
and the successive NeuroFuzzy classification) to the aim characterizing the detection of burned areas in Landsat and Ikonos images. 
It is opportune to emphasize that in this note we are not using algorithms and methods (more rigorous for the resolution of the 
problem in examination) known and tested in literature, i.e. NBR, BAI, NDVI etc., for locating burned areas and optimizing results, 
methods on which moreover we are working to the aim of integrating them in the package now proposed: the goal of our work is 
exclusively to test the integrated fast methodology proposed and results obtainable on this application, and it isn’t to experiment 
known resolution methods or algorithms and/or innovative for the application. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Classification and multiresolution segmentation object-oriented 
techniques so distinguish structural methodology from classic 
spectral analysis. Usually increasing resolution in remote 
sensing images the pixel-oriented analysis increases ambiguity 
in statistics definition of the land use classes. With object-
oriented analysis is instead possible to get better from remote 
sensing an information that may be immediately integrated in 
the GIS allowing the direct realization of vectorial maps. The 
tool used organizes hierarchically data concurring to arrange of 
different typology, integrating also raster and vectorial data. It 
is possible to introduce rules for the location of the context, and 
the relations between the objects meaningfully increases the 
acknowledgment possibility automatic rifle of the objects on the 
land surface. By imitating therefore the approach followed in 
manual photo interpretation, such methodology exceeds the 
limits of a subjective classification, by making a process that 
can be reproduced and homogenous, and so exceeds the 
problems of the traditional classification techniques. The choice 
of the scale factor allows to calibrate the largeness of the 
resultant polygons, and its definition is tied to the cartographic 

scale reference that the customer must obtain. The segmentation 
process is multiresolution because, beginning from a same 
image, is possible to generate various hierarchical levels of 
polygons with various scale factors. Reducing the scale factor 
the polygons generated become more and more small because 
smaller it must turn out the spectral variability intra-polygons, 
and whereas increasing the scale factor. Particularity of the 
multiresolution consists in the existing connection between the 
polygons of the various hierarchical levels of the segmentation. 
When a first level of polygons is generated is possible to 
generate n new upper hierarchical levels if the scale factor is 
larger (greater polygons) or n inferior levels if the scale factor is 
smaller (smaller polygons). Polygons of inferior hierarchical 
level are always geometrically consisting with those of upper 
hierarchical level, so every polygon of inferior level only 
belongs to one polygon of upper level. All the polygons of the 
various levels of segmentation constitute an only database in 
which are all the existing connections between the polygons of 
the same or various hierarchical levels. For every polygon are 
therefore known the polygons in contact on the same 
hierarchical level, the polygons that constitute an eventual 
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inferior hierarchical level and the polygon in which it is 
contained in the eventual upper hierarchical level.  
 
Characteristic for the object oriented approach is, finally, a 
circular interplay between processing and classifying image 
objects. Based on segmentation, scale and shape of image 
objects, specific information is available for classification. 
Classification, incorporating contextual and semantic 
information that utilizes not only image object attributes but 
also the relationship between networked image objects, has 
resulted in an operational classification model. In many 
applications the desired geoinformation and objects of interest 
are extracted step by step, by iterative loops of classifying and 
processing. Thereby, image objects as processing units can 
continuously change their shape, classification and mutual 
relations. Similar to human image understanding processes, this 
kind of circular processing results in a sequence of intermediate 
states, with an increasing differentiation of classification and an 
increasing abstraction of the original image information.  
 
 

2. CONSIDERATIONS ON PIXEL AND OBJECT-
ORIENTED ANALYSIS 

The pixel-oriented analysis of satellite data as main limit has 
the acknowledgment of semantic low level information, as the 
amount of energy emitted from the pixel, while the context does 
not assume any role. In the object oriented analysis the 
semantic level is raised: relation rules join space are added, 
topological information and statistics and so the context is 
defined. Recognition is based on concepts of Mathematical 
Morphology applied to the image analysis and elements of 
Fuzzy Logic for classification. In the explained example, was 
partially used the software eCognition of Definiens Imaging 
GmbH, that operates a segmentation of the entire scene on more 
levels, and an experimental software being completed and 
reviewed properly, implemented for integrating segmentation 
and classification. The segmentation multiresolution obtains the 
automatic creation of vectorial polygons, directly extracted 
from the image with a perfect coincidence in the 
superimposition on raster and subsequently the final 
classification predisposing an adapted hierarchy of classes that 
hold account of the relations between the produced 
segmentation levels. 
 
The aim of this contribution is to examine an application of 
Object Oriented Image Analysis on very high resolution data, 
particularly on Ikonos multispectral images of Melito di Porto 
Salvo,  in the province of Reggio Calabria. Our objectives are to 
show as an automatic analysis – with a minimal manual 
participation - can get a good classification on mapping burned 
areas.  
 
2.1 Multiresolution Segmentation 

It is a bottom up region-merging technique starting with one-
pixel objects. In subsequent steps, smaller image objects are 
merged into bigger ones. Throughout this clustering process, the 
underlying optimization procedure minimizes the weighted 
heterogeneity nh of resulting image objects, where n is the size 
of a segment and h an arbitrary definition of heterogeneity. In 
each step, that pair of adjacent image objects is merged which 
stands for the smallest growth of the defined heterogeneity. If 
the smallest growth exceeds the threshold defined by the scale 
parameter, the process stops. Doing so, multiresolution 
segmentation is a local optimization procedure. 

Spectral or color heterogeneity is the sum of the standard 
deviations of spectral values in each layer weighted with the 
weights for each layer are used: 
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where   hs is spectral heterogeneity; 
  q = bands number;  

σc = standard deviation of digital number in c 
spectral band;  

 wc = weight assigned to c spectral band. 
 
The exclusive minimization of spectral heterogeneity leads to 
branched segments or to image objects with a fractally shaped 
borderline. This effect is even stronger in highly textured data, 
such as radar data. 
 
For this reason it is useful in most cases to mix the criterion for 
spectral heterogeneity with a criterion for spatial heterogeneity, 
in order to reduce the deviation from a compact or smooth 
shape. Heterogeneity as deviation from a compact shape is 
described by the ratio of the border length l and the square root 
of the number of pixels forming this image object. 
 

n
lh smoothg =_       (2) 

 
where hg_smooth = fractal factor of spatial heterogeneity;  
 l = border length;  
 n = number of pixels of the image object.. 
 
The second is a compactness factor (hg_compact) that depends 
from dimensional ratio of polygon axis: 
 

b
lh compactg =_        (3) 

 
where  hg_compact = compactness factor; l = berder length;  

b = the shortest possible border length given by the 
bounding box of an image object parallel to the 
raster. 

 
The segmentation algorithm proceeds fusing adjacent polygons 
beginning from every pixel of the image until the change of 
observable heterogeneity between the two original polygons 
and the new generated polygon does not exceed the threshold 
defined from the customer (scale factor). If the change of 
heterogeneity already does not exceed the threshold defined the 
fusion is effectively realized, otherwise the two polygons 
remain separated. Heterogeneity difference (overall fusion 
value) between resultant object and the two original polygons is: 
 
 

( ) gfsf hwhwf Δ−+Δ= 1                        (4) 

 
 

where  f = overall fusion value;  
wf = the user defined weight for color (against 
shape).  
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For w can be chosen a value between 0 and 1, while 0 and 1 is 
also possible: for wf =1 only the shape heterogeneity is valued, 
and for wf = 0 only the color heterogeneity is valued. 
The difference of spectral heterogeneity (Δhs) between the 
resultant polygon and the two polygons before the merge is: 
 
 

([∑ =
+−=Δ

q

c objobjobjobjmergemergecs ccc
nnnwh

1 2211 σσσ )]  (5) 

 
 

where  nmerge = resultant polygon pixel number;  
σmergec = standard deviation of digital number in c -
spestral band of the resultant polygon;  
nobj1 = pixel number in the first of the two polygons 
before the merge;  
σobj1c = standard deviation of digital number in c -
spestral band of the first of the polygons before the 
merge;  
nobj2 = pixel number in the second polygon before 
the merge;  
σobj2c = standard deviation of digital number in c -
spestral band of the second polygon before the 
merge. 
 

Again, the change in shape heterogeneity (Δhg) caused by the 
merge is evaluated by calculating the difference between the 
situation after and before the merge. This results in the 
following methods of computation for smoothness and 
compactness: 
 
 

( ) smoothggcompactggg hwhwh __ 1 Δ−+Δ=Δ    (6) 

 
 

wg being the user defined weight for smoothness (against 
compactness). For w can be chosen a value between 0 and 1, 
while 0 and 1 is also possible: for wf =1 only smoothness is 
valued, and for wf = 0 only compactness is valued.  
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n being the object size, l the object perimeter and b the 
perimeter of the bounding box 
 
The choice of the scale factor allows to calibrate the largeness 
of the resultant polygons, and its definition is tied to the 
cartographic scale reference that the customer must obtain. The 
segmentation process is multiresolution because, beginning 
from a same image, is possible to generate various hierarchical 
levels of polygons with various scale factors. Reducing the 
scale factor the polygons generated become more and more 
small because smaller it must turn out the spectral variability 
intra-polygons, and whereas increasing the scale factor.  
 
 

2.2 Segmentation procedures 

Particularity of the multiresolution is the connection between 
the polygons of the various hierarchical levels of the 
segmentation. When a first level of polygons is generated is 
possible to generate n new upper hierarchical levels if the scale 
factor is larger (greater polygons) or n inferior levels if the scale 
factor is smaller (smaller polygons). Polygons of inferior 
hierarchical level are always geometrically consisting with 
those of upper hierarchical level, so every polygon of inferior 
level only belongs to one polygon of upper level. All the 
polygons of the various levels of segmentation constitute an 
unique database in which are all the existing connections 
between the polygons of the same or various hierarchical levels. 
For every polygon are therefore known the polygons in contact 
on the same hierarchical level, the polygons that constitute an 
eventual inferior hierarchical level and the polygon in which it 
is contained in the eventual upper hierarchical level 
 
2.3 Fuzzy Classification 

Fuzzy logic, a mathematical approach to quantifying uncertain 
statements, replaces the two strictly logical statements “yes” 
and “no” by the continuous range of [0…1], where 0 means 
“exactly no” and 1 means “exactly yes.”. All values between 0 
and 1 represent a more or less certain state of “yes” and “no”. 
 
More recently, fuzzy sets have been employed in the classification 
of land terrain covers [9]. Fuzzy sets theory, [10] which has been 
developed to deal with imprecise information, can provide a more 
appropriate solution to this problem. In fact, it provides useful 
concepts and tools to deal with imprecise information. It allows 
each region to have partial and multiple membership in several 
classes. A region’s membership grade function with respect to a 
specific class indicates to what extent its properties are akin to that 
class. The value of the membership grade varies between 0 and 1. 
Closer the value is to 1 more that region belongs to that class. 
Partial membership allows that the information about more 
complex situations, such as cover mixture or intermediate 
conditions, can be better represented and utilized.  
 
Fuzzy logic emulates human thinking and takes into account 
even linguistic rules.  
 
Fuzzy classification systems are well suited to handling most 
vagueness in remote sensing information extraction. Parameter 
and model uncertainties are considered as using fuzzy sets 
defined by membership functions. Instead of the binary “true” 
and “false” multivalued fuzzy logic allows transitions between 
“true” and “false”. 
 
There are more or less strict realizations of the logical 
operations “and” or “or”. 
 
The output of a fuzzy classification system is a fuzzy 
classification, where the membership degree to each land cover 
or land use class is given for each object. This enables detailed 
performance analysis and gives insight into the class mixture 
for each image object. This is a major advantage of soft 
classification. The maximum membership degree determines 
the final classification to build an interface to crisp systems. 
A fuzzy rule base is a combination of fuzzy rules, which 
combine different fuzzy sets. The simplest fuzzy rules are 
dependent on only one fuzzy set. 
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Fuzzy rules are “if – then” rules. If a condition is fulfilled, an 
action takes place. Referring to fig. 8, the following rule could 
be defined: “If ” feature x is low, “then” the image object 
should be assigned to land cover W. In fuzzy terminology this 
would be written: If feature x is a member of fuzzy set low, then 
the image object is a member of land cover W. According to the 
definition in fig. 8, in case feature value x = 70, the membership 
to land cover W would be 0.4, in case x = 200, the membership 
to land cover W would be 0. 
 
To create advanced fuzzy rules, fuzzy sets can be combined. An 
operator returns a fuzzy value that is derived from the combined 
fuzzy sets. How this value is derived depends on the operator. 
The basic operators are “and” and “or.” “and” represents the 
minimum, meaning that the minimum value of all sets defines 
the return value. “or” represents the maximum value, meaning 
that the maximum value of all sets defines the return value. The 
results are very transparent and ensure independence of the 
sequence of logic combinations within the rule base (A “and” B 
gives the same result as B “and” A). In addition a hierarchic 
structure following common logic (e.g., A “or” (B “and” C) 
equals (A “or” B) “and” (A “or” C)) can be created easily. 
 
A fuzzy rule base delivers a fuzzy classification, which consists 
of discrete return values for each of the considered output 
classes (see fig. 9). These values represent the degree of class 
assignment. 
 
Must be considered that fuzzy classification gives a possibility 
for an object to belong to a class, while classification based on 
probability give a probability to belong to a class. A 
 
The higher the return value for the most possible class, the more 
reliable the assignment. In the example above, the membership 
to water is rather high and in most applications this object 
would therefore be assigned to the class Water. The minimum 
membership value an object needs to have in order to be 
assigned to a class can be defined. 
 
Fuzzy classification with its enhanced analysis of classification 
performance of class mixture, classification reliability and 
stability is possible, because fuzzy classification is one 
powerful approach to soft classification. The results of the 
fuzzy classification are an important input for information 
fusion in current and future remote sensing systems with 
multidata sources. The reliability of class assignments for each 
sensor can be used to find the most possible and probable class 
assignment. A solution is possible, even if there are 
contradictory class assignments based on different sensor data.. 
 
2.4 Neural fuzzy systems 

Neural fuzzy systems of prediction (SIF) and neuro fuzzy (RNF) 
are known in literature. Our contribution is the creation of an 
integrated package implementing totally the classification and 
partially the segmentation. 
 
As known, the Neural Nets are born from the idea of being able 
to get intelligence and ability to decision. Substantially these 
are adaptive systems “learning”, through examples, to execute 
correctly a determined task involving complex, not linear and 
multivariable relations. Our net can be outlined like a black-box 
that has inside some neuronal layers: the first of them is the 
input layer, and is made from many neurons how many are the 
incomes of the system; then there are from 0 to 2 inner layer; a 
Neural Net with 2 inner layer can approximate whichever type 

of function; at the end there is an output layer, with many 
neurons how many are the escapes of the system. The neurons 
are connected each other by synaptic links (Inter and intra-layer) 
having some opportune weights, whose value is used in the 
learning algorithm. The Neural Net, therefore, is a system 
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO). Referring to the wide 
bibliography for an exhaustive description of the Neural Nets, 
we can say that a classic example of Net Neural is Multi-Layer 
Perceptron, trained with the Backpropagation algorithm. The 
signal object of predictive analysis is found and processed; the 
final numerical series is the sampled version. It works 
subsequently in the simulation environment. The predictive 
systems based on MLP Neural Nets are strongly used in 
literature. These do not need of pre-cognized information on the 
structure of the model characterizing the phenomenon to 
analyze; therefore they are ideal for systems that must be 
processed with a low level of acquaintance. The Neural Nets 
are therefore useful for functional predictions and modelling 
systems where the physical processes are not known or are 
highly complex. So their use is simple and highly suitable for 
phenomena whose complexity and/or structuring are known, for 
this acquaintance is useful to the research worker structuring 
Neural Net.  
 
Is already common knowledge that a RNF consist in the 
representation of a Fuzzy system through a Neural Net. This 
tendency developed in the last years. In fact, if a Fuzzy system 
is fused with a neural net and if are available (from 
“backpropagation” to the other genetic algorithms), effective 
methods of learning for the net, then the Fuzzy system become 
very more efficient. Regarding develop environments for 
traditional Fuzzy systems, this approach supplies the possibility 
to realize systems that "they learn", taking advantage of all 
developed the theoretical and applicative baggage available for 
Neural Nets. The inspirer idea, taking advantage of the 
tolerance towards uncertainty and imprecision, is the possibility 
of sturdier solutions at a low cost. This contribute don’t give an 
exhaustive description of the Fuzzy logic, for which we refer to 
wide bibliography in scientific literature; but it wants to 
emphasize a difference between Fuzzy logic and conventional 
logic (binary). 
 
 

3. APPLICATION OF OPERATORS 

As previously explained, our contribution is the creation of an 
integrated package implementing classification and  
segmentation (as we described in previous chapter) useful for 
automating classification procedure, getting higher accuracy for 
applications like that we are now proposing.  
 
Of course an automated package is very useful for processing 
great many data in a short time. 
 
Procedure for realizing a good classification needs a fine-
resolution segmentation creating more segmentation levels. 
The area examined was partially burned on 30-05-2001 (Corpo 
Forestale dello Stato, AIB note). 
 
The first application on a multispectral Landsat 7 ETM+ image 
captured on 13-07-2001 allowed to define the burned areas with 
a good result. The image built an object-oriented model; the 
four levels were generated one after the other, using different 
scale parameters (5, 10, 23 and 30). The six bands were 
weighted differently at every level. Throughout the 
segmentation procedure, the whole image was segmented and 
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image objects were generated based upon several adjustable 
criteria of homogeneity in colour and shape. 
 
In the classification at level one the basic six classes “water”, 
“unburned vegetation”, “burned area”, “slightly burned”, 
“shaded areas” and “urban/bare ground” were distinguished. All 
the classes were classified based on membership functions for 
different spectral and shape features. At level three, a 
classification of only three classes took place before the 
classification of level 2. There is no source for the classification 
of “water”. The scene in fact shows a land crossed by a dry 
torrent. Features were based on spectral information and 
contextual information.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Landsat: fine segmentation. 
 
 

  
 

Figures 2 and 3. Landsat: medium  and coarse segmentation 
 
 

  
 

Figure 4. Landsat level 1 classification 
 

  
 

Figure 5. Landsat level 3 classification 
 

Successively we segmented an Ikonos image captured on 2-12-
2002. Segmentation parameters were determined empirically in 
order to produce highly homogeneous objects in specific 
resolutions and for specific purposes. A series of segmentations 
was generated by adjusting the parameters of scale, band 
weights, colour, and shape. As burned areas appeared to be 
more visible in Ikonos bands 3 and 4 than in bands 1 and 2, a 
‘1’ was assigned to bands 1 and 2. The sum of all chosen 
weights for image layers was normalised to 1. Segmentations 
based on higher colour weights (80%) and lower shape weights 
(20%).. 
 
The scale parameter determines the maximum allowed 
heterogeneity for the resulting image objects.  
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Level I 1 1 2 2 15 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.3
Level II 1 1 2 2 60 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.3
Level III 1 1 2 2 150 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.3

 
 Table 1. Parameters for segmentation of Ikonos image 

weight ‘2’ was assigned to bands 3 and 4, a weight number of  
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Ikonos image: first level (fine) of segmentation. 
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Figure 7. Ikonos image: second level (medium) of segmentation 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Ikonos image: third level (coarse) of segmentation 
 
 

  
 

Figure 9. Ikonos: classification 
 
 
Table 2 shows an evaluation of results (in terms of overall 
accuracy and % of surface classified) obtained from the 
integrated methodology we propose (on Landsat and Ikonos 
imagery) for comparison with that traditionally famous 
classification in literature and the situation on the round. 
 
 
  Algorithm 
                Realtà  

al suolo 
Maximum 
Likelihood 

Neural 
Fuzzy Set 
(Landsat) 

Neural 
Fuzzy Set
(Ikonos)     

Overall Accuracy   84.6320% 95.6284% 97.2678%  
Unclassified  0% 4.9704% 4.4816% 3.2327%

  
Table 2. Classification results 

 

This table shows that the proposed methodology must be 
sharpened but can supply fast information useful on the 
examined topic. Particularly the Landsat classification results 
coarse, the Ikonos classification is slightly more accurate, but 
the methodology still must be sharpened. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In our job we propose the integration of segmentation partially 
known in literature (software eCognition of Definiens Imaging 
GmbH) and classification Neural Fuzzy in a unitary package for 
final classification of burned areas.  
 
We are working for an ulterior integration of the package for 
detecting burned areas now proposed, so it will be possible a 
Data Fusion estimated on various (two or more) satellite sensors 
data, by an implementation of  a decision tree, considering all 
the cited indexes (known in literature) and moreover including 
them, so to improve obtained results using the integrated 
package now proposed. Although results up to now are 
encouraging and validating proposed methodology, from an 
applicative point of view, the solution that we proposed still 
needs of improvements, and this next implementation could 
supply them. 
 
In fact, the implementation with a software using decision tree 
will improve the results of the classification and multiresolution 
segmentation object-oriented techniques that distinguish 
structural methodology from classic spectral analysis. The 
pixel-oriented analysis increases ambiguity in statistics 
definition of the land use classes increasing resolution in remote 
sensing images. With object-oriented analysis is instead 
possible to using better information from remote sensing data 
with an immediate integration in the GIS allowing the direct 
realization of vector maps, the used software applies concepts 
of Mathematical Morphology and principles of logic fuzzy, 
organizes the data hierarchically and it concurs to arrange of 
different typology, integrating also raster and vectorial data. 
The possibility to introduce rules for the location of the context 
and the relations between the objects meaningfully increases the 
acknowledgment possibility automatic rifle of the objects on the 
land surface. Also imitating therefore the approach followed in 
manual photo interpretation, such methodology exceeds the 
limits of a subjective classification, by making a process that 
can be reproduced and homogenous, and exceeds the problems 
of the traditional classification techniques. 
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